The History of Zaferia
The Story of Zaferia & East Long Beach

Early Zaferia
The Zaferia village of the early 1900’s was one of the last vestiges of the old Californio days of the Ranchos in Los Angeles
County. Situated in what would have been a high valley between Rancho Los Alamitos’ adobe farmhouse property and the
imposing peak of Signal Hill, Zaferia was a sleepy enclave where Bixby Ranch laborers lived and held small truck farms.
These mostly Mexican families worked on the Rancho for the Bixby family in various capacities; they leased land from
Fred Bixby in the fields surrounding the rancho, which included what they called Zaferia. Bixby would buy their produce
and crops from them if they wanted, but they were never obligated to sell to him.

Children of the ranch hands either went to the Bixby ranch school (vaguely recorded in a LBUSD Chronology as “one mile
north of Bixby Ranch” or to an early school established at Anaheim Road at Temple, called the Alamitos Heights School
(established in 1898). Later, many children of these early families attended Bryant school on Termino.
The name “Zaferia” has been credited as a Spanish word meaning “little village,” but no dictionary supports that theory.
There was supposedly a man named R.H. Zaferia who lived in Long Beach and was on the early school board, but, again,
there is no supporting data that he lived in the village or was of any great importance. Spain has a Zaferia Pass in
Andalucia – could that be the origin? Zaferia also has Greek roots. So, the mystery of the name remains.
Whatever the origins, the earliest reference to Zaferia on any maps or in printed form was in 1904 when Henry
Huntington and his Pacific Electric Rail Road laid track on a diagonal from Willowville through the mustard fields to Seal
Beach and beyond. One can surmise that the little village of Zaferia held enough of a population and – most important potential for commerce that the P.E.R.R. management thought it worthy of its own depot.

Anaheim Road … Anaheim Street: Important
Commercial Corridor
The Anaheim Road is one of the oldest and longest streets in southern L.A. County, named for its destination of
Anaheim town – literally, “Home near the Santa Ana River” – the German utopian community established there in
1857.

Originally connecting the Wilmington area to Orange County, Anaheim Road was an important transportation route for early
settlers throughout southern California. There was much commerce between Long Beach and Orange County cities such as Santa
Ana – the Orange County Seat - and Anaheim. The Anaheim Road was the northern boundary for Long Beach proper for many
years, and the impetus for William Willmore’s early 1880’s settlement which he initially named “The American Colony.”
After Long Beach incorporated as a city in 1888, Anaheim Road became Anaheim Street between the two rivers – Los Angeles and
San Gabriel. Of course, it also replaces what would be an unfortunately-named 13th Street.

1904: Red Cars Create a Metropolis
The coming of the Pacific Electric marked a turning point for the village. Access to the broad expanses of what would become East
Long Beach was just too tempting for the southern California boosters to pass up.
At the turn of the 20th century, downtown Long Beach was booming, getting used to a busy bath house, a music pavilion and pier.
The activities that accompanied these institutions served to put Long Beach – a traditional Methodist resort – on the map for
tourists and southern California residents alike. But, true to any city’s growth, there were businessmen and speculators who looked
ahead to the next opportunity. As downtown Long Beach became more congested and expensive, certain men (and women) turned
east for their future. As a 1913 booster pamphlet explained, downtown was essentially “boxed in” and the area surrounding Zaferia
was open and more centrally located for businesses and residents alike.

Once the Pacific Electric established its tracks in 1904 and placed the Zaferia sign on the depot located at Anaheim and Obispo
(3220 Anaheim), the bucolic farm land changed dramatically. A spur was laid on Redondo between the Zaferia depot and

Broadway to the south, connecting Zaferia to Long Beach proper and Caucasian merchants began moving in to take advantage of
the reasonable lot prices which were being sold by the Alamitos Land Company.
Although there was a sizeable population of Mexican and European immigrants living and farming in the area at the time, the City
Directories and newspaper accounts do not record their names or stories. Their absence in the records is not an unusual
occurrence. Long Beach was, as were most California cities, a fairly segregated town throughout its early history; foreign laborers
were not considered permanent members of the community until they had established themselves as merchants or in other
capacities. Even then, early grant deeds forbid purchase or residency of lots by those of “Negro or Asiatic descent.”
The role of Mexican immigrants, however, was a bit less defined. Mexican farm hands had long been members of the Southern
California community. Late 19th and early 20th century Mexican migration patterns were both well-established and fluid,
alternating between Southern California and family homes in Mexico. Many Mexican laborers sought work and stability during
General Porfirio Diaz’ privatization program when entire villages lost the rights to their land. Coupled with the advances in the
railroad system, Mexicans were able to travel north to the United States, finding work and establishing a foothold replacing
Chinese laborers in railway, mining and agricultural work. Once the Mexican Revolution was in full-swing (1910-1929), however,
California saw an influx of more educated and skilled workers, including families. These families sought permanent relocation in
the U.S. Zaferia and its adjacency to the Alamitos Ranch was one of the traditional areas where Mexican immigrants could settle
and work among others familiar with their traditions.

Earthquake changes East Long Beach forever March
10, 1933

After the 1933 earthquake, any vestige of the old Zaferia townsite was wiped away. Once federal money began to flow
into Long Beach in the form of New Deal construction funds, the city began to rebuild.
The importance of the East Long Beach’s trade firms to the reconstruction of the city cannot be overestimated. At the
same time, new buildings were erected along Anaheim, Pacific Coast Highway and major arterials. Bakeries, storage
facilities and schools created a new type of community with a new architectural style: PWA Moderne or Art Deco.
Out with the earthquake rubble went many of the old unreinforced masonry and brick buildings. In came new building
codes and steel support sheathed in sleek Art Deco stucco.

Zaferia 1904-1913
The Zaferia / East Long Beach area we know today is generally credited to Joseph W. Ray, a full service realtor, notary public and
insurance salesman. He arrived in Long Beach in 1905, establishing his Belmont Realty Company at the southwest corner of
Anaheim and Redondo. A visionary (and perhaps a bit of a snake oil salesman), Ray used a combination of unabashed booster-ism
and cajoling to bring potential buyers into the area.

W. Jay Burgin opened his construction company at 1100 Redondo.
Notice the P.E.R.R. tracks running in front of his shop and yard. [LBPL
Long Beach Collection]

One of the first significant stakeholders in the area was W. Jay Burgin, a well-respected contractor. Already established in the
building community of Long Beach, Burgin must have immediately sensed the potential in the wide open fields and newly placed
railroad tracks of Zaferia. In 1907 he opened a mill and yard for his firm at 1100 Redondo, bringing in a rail spur for delivering
materials.

Bricks were staged near Recreation Park for shipment to
construction sites around the city. [LBPL Long Beach Collection]

In quick succession more industry followed, encouraged by reasonable prices and unoccupied land with access to transportation.
Dale Smith opened his blacksmith operation on the northwest corner of Anaheim and Coronado. The Mira Mar Nursery located at
Termino and 10th.
Once these industrial facilities were established, the supporting merchants quickly followed. Early investors included:

•

Roy A. Rickart, Groceries (northwest corner of Anaheim and Obispo) 1908

•

Rogers & Needham, and later D.E. Trefry, Zaferia Grocery Co. (southwest corner of Anaheim & Redondo)
1908

•

Granville Cooley, Groceries (southwest corner of Anaheim & Obispo) 1909-10

•

Dr. H.W. Chittenden, Zaferia Drug Store, Post Office, Real Estate, 1909

•

J.S. Durham, Lumber Mill & Robert Bedford, Contractor (3229 Anaheim) 1910

Most importantly, however, was that these business owners also built homes in the Zaferia village, bringing their families to live
there. Establishment of homesteads meant Zaferia was growing into a viable entity which would need schools, churches and other
merchandise and services which would support the family life.

This 1908 Map shows the zig-zag boundaries of the early town of Belmont

Heights, plus the Newport Red Car Line and the now defunct Zaferia
Street.

To that end, in 1908, the Seventh Day Adventists established the first church in the area on the northeast corner of Anaheim and
Molino (called Dakota at the time).

Labor Day in 1920
[Independent Press Telegram, Southland Magazine, April 3, 1955]
Finally, on Labor Day in 1920, Zaferia joined Long Beach, taking on a new name of East Long Beach.
The Zaferia Depot sign and the Zaferia Library sign were replaced, proclaiming themselves part of the new community
to be known as East Long Beach.
With the new moniker and the staggering growth on the heels of the discovery of oil reserves on nearby Signal Hill, East
Long Beach became a key player. Century Lumber, People’s Ice and Cold Storage, Thomas and Gunn Sheetmetal, Atlas
Lumber, Durham Lumber, Continental Baking and Jay Burgin all expanded to meet demand. Grocery stores, schools,
churches were quickly erected to serve the booming populace.

Original Virginia Country located in Zaferia

Fred Bixby and other investors even picked 120 acres of adjacent acres for the new Virginia County Club. Located in a eucalyptus
grove that had formerly fed the boilers of brick and water operations, the area was perfect for a clubhouse and golf course. When
the Club moved to the west side in 1923, the land was turned over to Long Beach City and became part of Recreation Park. Many of
the original eucalyptus trees are still there.

What’s in a name? Zaferia
The name “Zaferia” has been credited as a Spanish word meaning “little village or farmhouse” but no dictionary
supports that theory. There was a man named R.H. Zaferia who lived in Long Beach and was a member of an early
school board, but, again, there is no record that he lived in the village. Spain has a Zaferia Pass in Andalucia – could
that be the origin? Zaferia also has Greek roots. So, the mystery of the name remains.
There is no dispute, however, that Henry Huntington’s Pacific Electric Railway conferred the designation, naming an

early Red Car depot at Anaheim and Obispo the “Zaferia Station.” This, more than anything, put Zaferia on the map.

From Quiet Farm Lots to Commercial Corridor
1904 - 1913
A lively native of Illinois by the name of Joseph Ray saw the potential of Zaferia in 1907. He set up a real estate office
across from the train depot and set about selling the advantages of buying property and conducting business in Zaferia,
free from the confines and restrictions of Long Beach proper.
His technique worked, for within just a few years, there were several grocery stores, a drug store, post office, lumber
mills, construction firms, a nursery, black smiths and even several churches.
Zaferia Grocery Company, SW corner Anaheim & Redondo [“Zaferia, Signal Hill & East Long Beach pamphlet, 1913].
Slowly, the Zaferian way of life was edged out by the modern era. Along with new merchants and industry came more
substantial buildings and family homes to support the thriving shops.

The Role of Liquor and Recreation

Perhaps most notable in Zaferia before 1920 was the availability of alcohol and pool halls. Of course, Long Beach was originally
incorporated as a “dry town” in 1888 and the far reaches of east Long Beach were outside the city limits. Yet, since the advent of
the Red Car, Zaferia and its neighbor to the south, Belmont Heights, were just a short 20 minute, 5¢ trolley ride away. There were
several spots in Zaferia where one could toddle off the trolley for a drop to drink, and be deposited back on the Red Car towards
home afterward.
Brashear’s Store, although it sold candies, mineral waters, newspapers and the like also had a pool room on site. This amenity,
along with its location (3401 Anaheim at Redondo, adjacent to the railroad tracks) suggests that Brashear’s was a popular stopover
for many of the fishing parties that would head for Anaheim Landing and Alamitos Bay on the Red Cars.
Liquor was also available at C.A. Higley’s printing shop on Obispo near State Street, as well as John and Cadet’s Yribarne winery at
Anaheim and Temple.
Soon, however, the lure of respectability and the increase in commerce that would follow proved too great for the Zaferians.

Zaferia becomes East Long Beach
Once the taste for commerce took hold and more mid-western emigrants discovered the advantages of Zaferia, the less
room there was for the old, Mexican village way of life. Lots were snapped up for $400 and resold for five times that

number. Homes and shops were erected by W. Jay Burgin, an early local investor in the area at 1100 Redondo. The
Zaferia Branch library opened on Freeman and Anaheim, the Alamitos Heights School was located at Anaheim and
Temple. The Zaferia Methodist Episcopal Church was built along with the separate Mexican Methodist Church.
Mexican Methodist Church c1916. Located at 1350 Redondo [photo from Rancho Los Cerritos archive]

The Move Toward Annexation with Long Beach: 19131920

Built by W. Jay Burgin. Photo from Burgin Collection at Rancho
Los Cerritos archive.

In 1913, the Wesley United Methodist Church began a Sunday School in what had been a pool hall. Later that year the Zaferia
Methodist Episcopal Church was chartered. A year later they bought the old East Fourth Street School (now Fremont Elementary)
and moved it to Freeman and Anaheim, the precursor to the historic building still there today. The Mexican community was

graced with their own imposing Mexican Methodist Church at 1360 Redondo.
The old Alamitos Heights School (originally at Anaheim and Temple) became the Temple Avenue School, then Lee. It is now
located at 16th and Temple.
It was in 1913 that a group calling themselves “Security Syndicate” placed a large ad in Los Angeles and Long Beach newspapers
advertising the sale of lots in Zaferia Heights. The advertisement lists a number of reasons one should buy in this development, but
first and foremost was the assertion that these were “highly restricted residential home sites.” This was a clear message that the
neighborhood would be changing. Over the next seven years, the village moved from quiet rural truck farms settled by mostly
Mexican families to a bustling, commercial center with factories and shops. “Zaferia” was becoming “East Long Beach.”

This 1910 home at 1440 Molino (at Spaulding) is still there today.
Molino used to be called Dakota.

Soon, the Zaferia residents clamored for a library. In 1917, Miss Zaidie Brown, City Librarian, consented to opening a branch in a
rented storefront at Anaheim and Loma. Two years later, in 1919, the library moved to the rear of the Service Drug Company at
3102 Anaheim.

[LBPL Long Beach Collection]
In addition to such an edifying institusion as a library, Zaferian housewives were happy to see businesses such as the

•

West Wash Laundry at 1393 Gladys

•

Majestic Theatre 1214 Redondo, just north of the Zaferia station

•

Dr. W.D. VanWinkle, Dentist, Anaheim and Ohio

•

An early Clay’s Market at 3143 Anaheim

The Zaferian men were pleased with the proximity to
•

Consumers Feed & Fuel, 1204 Obispo

•

D.P. Durham, Cement and Artificial Stone manufacturer (lived at 2825 Anaheim Road)

•

Wabash Realty, 10th and Coronado

Helen

Brown

for

the Independent

Press

Telegram, Southland Magazine, April 3, 1955.

With business growing at a fast clip and more homes being built in the East Long Beach area, residential and commercial interests
clamored for more services. Road maintenance, a better library and schools became necessities that only a larger civic entity could
provide. Zaferia looked to Long Beach city. In return, Long Beach would require that Zaferia adhere to prohibition and other laws
of downtown’s city hall.

Labor Day, 1920 was the day chosen for Zaferia’s formal annexation into Long Beach. This was also the day that “Zaferia” became
“East Long Beach.” Once the decision was made to allow annexation, there was great excitement. Residents were encouraged to
“Clean up! Paint up! Plant a Tree!” Everyone was invited to a picnic at the eucalyptus grove at 11th and Obispo for baseball, music
by the Municipal Band and ice cream, watermelon and cold lemonade. Sponsored by the Long Beach Industrial & Improvement
Association, this day would mark the christening of “Zaferia to East Long Beach.”
Once the area was annexed, growth in business and building was exponential. A review of the City Directories from 1920-1933
shows that light industry and mercantile expanded quickly. Even established businesses such as Clay’s Market and Wet Wash
Laundry (which modernized with the new moniker Pacific Steam Laundry) erected much more substantial buildings. East Long
Beach was here to stay.

From Quiet Farm Lots to Commercial Corridor 1904
- 1913
A lively native of Illinois by the name of Joseph Ray saw the potential of Zaferia in 1907. He set up a real estate office
across from the train depot and set about selling the advantages of buying property and conducting business in Zaferia,
free from the confines and restrictions of Long Beach proper. His technique worked, for within just a few years, there
were several grocery stores, a drug store, post office, lumber mills, construction firms, a nursery, black smiths and even
several churches.
Slowly, the Zaferian way of life was edged out by the modern era. Along with new merchants and industry came more
substantial buildings and family homes to support the thriving shops.

Annexation with Belmont Heights

The new city council of Belmont Heights (which included
Zaferia) at J.W. Ray's real estate office on Redondo, 1909 [HSLB
Collection]

With Joseph W. Ray at the helm, pioneering Zaferia men fought off annexation by Long Beach as early as 1908. Belmont Heights,
the adjacent community just to the south, was also fighting City Hall. The two neighborhoods then joined forces, deciding to
incorporate by themselves in 1909, eschewing the name Zaferia for the name of “Belmont Heights.” The gerrymandered
boundaries of Belmont Heights encompassed Temple to the Orange County line, Ocean to State Street (now called Pacific Coast

Highway).
Asa R. Green was the first mayor of this new town which met in Joseph Ray’s one-story real estate office. That first city council
included men from both Belmont Heights and Zaferia:

•

John Brown

•

Joseph W. Ray (also served a term as mayor)

•

B.F. Vandeventer

•

H.S. Bassett,

•

Charles Ringham

•

C.A.S. Higley, City Clerk

•

A.W. Reynolds, City Treasurer

•

S.G. Barker, City Attorney

[Photo used by permission from Jan Ward]

The new Belmont Heights town was dis-incorporated after 13 months. Egos may have played a role. A 1908 Los Angeles
Heraldarticle noted that wrangling over the location of the new city’s municipal offices were the focus of heated debate. Tempers
flared as trustees were divided over the “south” and the “north.” The south cut a deal with the city of Long Beach which promised a
pleasure pier and a new school. Belmont Heights proper (south of Tenth Street) annexed to Long Beach in 1910. Little Zaferia was
left high and wet. This meant that the liquor stores, beer halls and wineries still operating on the east side near the Zaferia station

could remain. It also meant the growth of the district would take place for ten more years without the zoning and oversight of Long
Beach city staff, although a small fire station was erected at Anaheim and Gladys.

Oil = Growth 1921-1933

East Long Beach depot, after 1923 [LBPL Long Beach Collection]

East Long Beach, stretching then from Temple to State (PCH), from 11 th to 14th, became a key component to the health and wealth
of the city of Long Beach. It was an important revenue-generating area with businesses that employed hundreds of workers in its

small factories. The discovery of major oil reserves on nearby Signal Hill in 1921 established East Long Beach a key player in town.
With industries, housing and services already in place, as well as room to grow, the neighborhood boomed.
Once the area was officially part of Long Beach it received a real branch library, built at 1215 Freeman and opened on July 29th,
1924 with much fanfare. The East Long Beach Improvement Association furnished the entertainment. Local patrons requested
that the name of the branch be changed from the Zaferia Branch to the East Long Beach Branch.
In 1923, the Zaferia P.E. Station sign was removed, and a new sign – East Long Beach Station – was affixed to the building. This
same year, Zaferia Street (a short street between Loma and Roswell, 14 th and Ransom) was renamed 15th Street. This little bucolic
street still shows the vestiges of the truck farms located there near Grand and 15th, along with some older bungalow homes.
In the end, by 1923, Zaferia was officially gone, replaced by the modern name of East Long Beach.

Long Beach Baking Co., 1923. AKA Holsum Baking. [LBPL Long

Beach Collection]

Century Lumber at 2541 Anaheim, 1929 [LBPL Long Beach
Collection]
Anaheim Road, however, thrived. By 1930, large businesses such as Century Lumber, Gold Medal Creamery, Reliable Transfer and
Storage, People’s Ice and Cold Storage, and Reliable Furniture had room to expand. Intersecting streets such as Coronado,
Freeman, Obispo and Redondo also had their fair share of major employers including Queen Beach Cleaners and Dyeworks,

Thomas and Gunn Sheetmetal, Atlas Lumberyard, Bowman Building Materials, Consolidated Feed and Fuel, W. Jay Burgin
contractor, and Continental Baking.
Besides these major businesses, a host of supporting merchants, churches, and organizations served the growing population.
Farmers and Merchants opened their East Long Beach branch at 3140 Anaheim, across from the substantial Clay’s Market.

Farmers and Merchants Bank was a welcome addition for
the many oil workers who moved to East Long Beach.
[Rancho Los Cerritos archive]
Business was booming until 1930, when the 1929 stock market crash started to affect Long Beach and business slowed. East Long
Beach was disproportionately affected because of its heavy reliance on the construction trade. The lumber mills, ornamental stone
companies and sheet metal shops suffered. Businesses serving those workers and residents in these industries suffered

accordingly. Fortunately, most merchants limped through until a fateful evening in March of 1933.

March 10, 1933 – a turning point for East Long Beach

The "new" Clay's Market at 3143 Anaheim, 1932 (left) and in 1933 (right)
[Rancho Los Cerritos archive and LBPL Long Beach Collection]

So much of Long Beach history is divided by this date of the Earthquake. Pre-quake Long Beach was a southern Californian seaside
town with a Midwestern core – both in its architecture and its mindset. Post-quake Long Beach – along with the federal New Deal
money that flowed in by way of Works Progress Administration (WPA) and Public Works Administration (PWA) projects – was a
modern, more substantial city. East Long Beach rode that wave.
President Roosevelt’s national aid program, called The New Deal, allowed for federal money to pay for labor if the receiving public
entity supplied a majority of the materials. The goal was to create jobs and at the same time build infrastructure for municipal and
educational needs. After the 1933 Earthquake, Long Beach was sorely in need of both.

A portion of the F&M Bank collapsed, but was quickly open for business in a temporary structure [F&M Bank Archives]
For East Long Beach, this led to sewers, roads and sidewalks being erected across the city at less cost and more quickly than
before. Several schools in the neighborhood were built or re-built with WPA funding (Lee, Bryant, and Wilson Senior High
School). Unfortunately, the library at Freeman and Anaheim was demolished and not replaced. Instead, this branch was located
temporarily into a storefront at 3125 E. Anaheim. Eventually it was folded into the Belmont Heights Branch at 4 th and Roswell.
Nonetheless, the flood of federal monies into Long Beach projects meant people were put back to work and goods and services
could be purchased.

The building industry was again booming. East Long Beach was in a perfect position to prosper and its established construction
companies were quickly joined by those making awnings, cement, milling lumber, forging iron and selling paint.
From the 1940s-1960s new buildings joined those erected after the earthquake, meeting the growing needs of the area. As postwar buildings joined those built in the 1930s, the street took on an interesting architectural character, mixing old and new
construction. Art Deco and PWA Modern replaced the old brick and sawtooth-style factories.

The "new" post-earthquake Farmers and Merchants Bank Building in a Streamline Modern design {F&M Bank
archives]

Looking east on Anaheim near Obispo, 1939 (top) [LBPL Long Beach Collection] and 2011 (bottom)

Urban Renewal 1970s-1990s
Changes to East Long Beach mirrored the changes happening all over Southern California as demographics challenged the status
quo. Increasingly seen as old fashioned and even dangerous, buildings constructed from 1930 through 1960 were phased out by
the latest architectural fashion – the Strip Mall.

Modern East Long Beach has witnessed history on its doorstep. Urban renewal of the 1960s-1980s saw the advent of strip malls
erected to facilitate the car culture. These inexpensive constructs have a silver lining in that changes to tenants can be quick and
easy.

CamCHAP.org website
At the same time, unrest in Cambodia during the 1970s resulted in an influx of refugees into Long Beach. Many settled
around Anaheim St., bringing exotic foods, jewelry and architecture. Landmark East Long Beach and Hispanic services
(like Centro de la Raza) were replaced by buildings that served this new Asian community.
In 1992, Anaheim St. again made history as a locus of Rodney King riots in Long Beach. Although most of the looting
and destruction took place west of Junipero, the reputation of the street was tarnished.

Today, at the east end, there have been significant upgrades with large, innovative architecture erected for office space
and banks. The Long Beach Playhouse chose to move to Anaheim Street years ago, bringing with it over 100 years of
culture. Large lots are still in use and can be assembled to accommodate new light industry and services. The area is
ripe for investment and growth.

Wilton Street house
The charm of East Long Beach and its core connector of Anaheim Street is its “can-do” culture. Coronado Avenue, just
north of Anaheim has recently formed a “Creative District,” welcoming the latest wave in design and construction firms
to the area. A small street north of Anaheim called Wilton formed a historic district, recognizing the charm and value of
their stretch of 1930s bungalows.
Today there are a number of older buildings in the East Long Beach/Anaheim Street area. These are being given a new
lease on life, repurposed for the needs of today. At the corner of Anaheim and Euclid, Long Beach Sash and Door was

replaced by Famers Brothers Coffee Company and it is now an American Youth Hostel.

3702 Anaheim at Euclid

The Palace Hotel, built in 1929, has been landmarked by the city of Long Beach and is looking at a new life with LINC
Housing at its helm, serving as a foster youth transition center.
At the same time that things change, some buildings simply evolve. A veterinarian (below) has been on site at this
address since before the 1933 earthquake.

Historic Palace Hotel under renovation, 2642 Anaheim

An animal doctor has served the community at this site for over 80
years.

Anaheim at Temple, 1929 [LBPL Long Beach Collection] and today

Fishermen’s Hardware took over Western Auto Supply at the NE corner of Anaheim and Temple. Joe Jost’s Barber
Shop has evolved into a traditional beer and pool hall just adjacent to the tackle shop. Both businesses serve many
visitors outside of the immediate area, bringing new shoppers and diners into East Long Beach to experience the unique
history and character of East Long Beach.
East Long Beach has demonstrated its staying power. Lumber yards, ice houses, dairies and nurseries have given way to
auto service shops, glass and contracting firms, restaurants, and grocery stores. The surrounding residential tracts have

maintained a certain village feel, using their narrow streets and well-established trees to create a sense of country in the
middle of the city. Transportation continues to play an important role, with the Long Beach Transit Center offices just
to the west of the neighborhood and many buses running through the area.
Today, the Red Cars no longer clang through the village of Zaferia, and tipsy Long Beach residents no longer use the
neighborhood as a stopping off point for liquor. But, East Long Beach and its commercial core of Anaheim Street still
offer a place for entrepreneurs to bring their visionary ideas for commerce, light industrial, and retail. Business owners
can find lots to accommodate a space-intensive venture. Families can buy a reasonably-priced home in a traditional
neighborhood with access to schools, churches, a library and transportation to and from employment.
East Long Beach is carrying on the tradition of providing opportunities that reward hard work and innovative ideas
with space to grow and make a living, just as the early Zaferians did over 100 years ago.

